A Whiter Shade of Pale
W hite rooms have become landmark s in the history of interior design. From the London
drawing room of Syrie Maugham to the furniture designs of Jean-Michel Frank, it is once
again front and center in homes today. The quality of lightness can be created with
whitewashed walls, white slipcovers, and most of all, with lighting. Here is our spin on that
famous tune in our favorite white introductions for April 2018.

Halo Wall Sconce

Rainforest Chandelier

Introduce a celestial display of illumination into a space with our Halo W all Sconce. Not
only does the mirror behind the light source glow when the light is switched on, the artfully
placed

rods

of

white

Selenite

effervesce.

Given

these

materials

create

such

a

monochromatic coolness, we treated the stem and candle-arm to an antique brass finish to
provide a bit of warmth. The Rainforest W hite Chandelier may bring out Mother Nature’s
jealous streak given the fixture has transformed one of her most poetic perennials into
elemental illumination. Fourteen lights are nestled within the hand-forged iron branches
that form the arms of this fixture, each limb treated to a white gesso finish. W e also offer
the chandelier in rustic bronze and silver leaf finishes.

Carly Table Lamp

Jacinda Chandelier

An off-white speckle finish on the surface of our porcelain Caryl Table Lamp brings this
piece a luminous quality that is hard won. It takes great talent to achieve the finishes we
present, our design team always striving to create veritable works of art in lighting. The
optic crystal base and off-white shantung shade add to the crisp demeanor of this beautiful
lamp. One look at our Jacinda Chandelier with its contemporary lines, and any modern
architect will recognize what they come up against. It isn’t as easy as one might think to
create backdrops that have ample personality using little ornamentation. The same goes
for the decorative elements that fill those rooms. Made of wrought iron that has been
treated to a Gesso white finish, this chandelier would not only ace a modern space, it will
look fabulous in a beachside condo or a lakeside bungalow with pale design themes.

